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SR.  UNIT NO. UNIT TITLE     PAGE NO.
1. 1 Hazrat Muhammad       1-14
  
  An Embodiment of Justice
2. 4. First Aid       37-49
3. 6. Television vs Newspaper     67-78
4. 9. Selecting the Right Career     106-117
1. Translate the following Paragraphs into Urdu:

Sr. No.   Paragraph      Unit No. Page No. 
1.  Hazrat Muhammad 
---------Social areas of life.
2.  We all need help----------------------------- immediate help.
3.  News coverage----------------------- rival to newspapers.
4.  There was a time ---------------------- been more advantageous. 

2.  Answer the following questions:
Sr. Unit NO. Unit Title/Questions                  Page No.
1 1                Hazrat Muhammad 
        an Embodiment of Justice.
1 Questions:
 1.  How can people achieve perfection in the moral, spiritual and social 
      areas of life?
 2.  How did Hazrat Muhammad
       set high and noble ideals for mankind?
2 4.   First Aid:
Questions:
 1. Why is it necessary to keep away soap from the wound?
 2. How is an antibiotic cream or ointment good in healing the wound?
 3. What should your First Aid Kit consist of? 
3. 6. Television vs Newspaper:
 1. How is a newspaper more convenient medium of news?
 2. Why do some people read more than one newspaper? 
4. 9. Selecting the Right Career:
Questions:
 1. What were some famous careers for the young people in the past?
 2. What is meant by the right profession?
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Read the following Paragraphs and answer the Questions given at the end.
Sr. No.   Paragraph           Unit No. Page No.
1.    Hazrat Muhammad          1 
    and tribal conflict. 
Questions: 
 1. What he                                                             earned
  as young trader? 
 2. Why did the pagan Arabs threaten The Rasool’s 
        uncle?
 3. What did Hazrat Muhammad 
  practically prove? 
2. First Aid:          4     38
 Clean the wounds: Rinse out the wound ------------------  infection and tetanus.
Question:
 1. Should the wounds be rinsed?
 2. How should dirt be removed from wound? 
 3. What reduces risk of infection?
3. Newspaper vs Television:        6     68
 News coverage over the way they do it.
Question:
 1. Why was television invented?
 2. Which medium has become a powerful rival of newspaper?
 3. Why were newspapers established?        
4. Selecting the Right Career:        9     107
 Today, life has become ------------------ for young people.
Question:
 1. Write down changes brought in today’s life?
 2. Which fields were only available choices in the past?
 3. Name non-traditional career choices available for young people now?
4. Singular / Plural:
 table, chair, fan, pen, door, girl, boy, tooth, watch, box, bush, country, toy,   
 pencil, year, window, man, woman, bush, copy, inch, story, apple, wall, cat,  
 dog, bird, animal, roof, bedroom, boat, bus, jug, card, baby, bag, key, hand,  
 fish, leg, ear, star, picture, clock, school, body, bone, shoe, book
5. Words / Opposite:
 white, thick, long, big, up, ugly, good, past, present, happy, easy, day, heaven,  
 wet, poor, noise, dark, dead, honest, sky, sleep, pass, archive, fat, young, agree,  
 able, start, slow, sit, old, simple, ability, right, hot
6. Fill in the blanks:
 • Hazrat Muhammad                                                             is a great   
 ------------------------------------.
 • As head of the state of  ----------------- decided all cases on merit.
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 • Calamine lotion is used for sun burn.
 • The bandages are good for wrapping sprain.
 • A pair of is needed to cut the tape of gauze.
 • Band aids or sticky plaster is good for small----------------------.
 • Reading is more convenient than watching T.V.
 • T.V brings in us.
 • Newspapers can give us in depth---------------------------.
 • -------------------- is certainly one of the fast changing industry in the world.
 • -------------------- counsellers are generally well informed trends.
7. Missing Letters:
 b---g, tw……. , sm…..ll, bi………, s…….ar, d….g, fa…. , ……ld,
 …….ew, b…..k, c…..py, d….y, ey……, e…….r, f……….t, h… nd,
 l….g, g….rl, k…..y, s……d, o……en, ………ose,  ………..rm,  l……ng, b۔۔۔۔ y.
8. Words Meaning:
Sr. No. Unit No.   Unit Title / Words
1 1    Hazrat Muhammad 
     An Embodiment of Justice
     perfect, goodness, piety, seek. dispute, moral, spiritual, guidance.
2 4    First Aid:
     minor, management, tackle, hurt, injured, scrapes, ointment, rinse.
3 6    Television vs Newspaper:
      entertainment, newspaper, distinct, coverage, leisure, skips, luxury. 
4 9     Selecting the Right Career:
      career, dynamic, innovative, aptitude, trends, significance, merely
9.     Essays:
 My Hobby, My Country, Allama Iqbal  
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